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Experienceexcellence
What makes us successful makes us responsible.

Corporate Social Responsibility is woven into the fabric of our operations
that routinely generate the most memorable day for every single one of
our 26 million guests. We’ll stack our management group up against any in
the industry. It’s a proven team that is all about the serious business of
running

world-class amusement parks, attending to the

countless, daily details that allow our guests to focus on little else but
having their best day of the year.
We are deep into a business model that deploys an annual capital infusion
in the most innovative ways to generate maximum happiness
season after season, to grow visits, and reward us with superior guest
loyalty. The ability to optimize our physical plant is critical to our ability to
deliver on the promise of fun.

good for
our people, good for the environment, and good
for our communities. The many stories here illustrate just how
We operate in ways that are good for our guests, but also

critical sustainability is to the long-term success of our business and will
emphasize how a history of Corporate Social Responsibility will continue
to lift our business to new heights.
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Conserving energy, maximizing fun.
The energy in our parks is palpable. When visitors pass through our gates, we
feel it. They are fully charged for hours of non-stop thrills. The electricity in the
air is exceeded only by that which powers the coasters, the fountains, the
restaurants and virtually every other aspect of our parks. And while we love to

amp up our guests, we work just as hard to reduce power use anywhere we can.
One strategy is to use power only when we need it. Remember those chains
that would run constantly whether or not engaged to lift a coaster up that first
hill? Today, with every new coaster and by retrofitting many existing ones, we
deploy Variable

Frequency Drive motors to lift the trains up

that first, imposing hill. VFDs are powered only when they do their job, not while

thrills

Sustainable
awaiting the train as it flies around the track or while being reloaded with a fresh
set of thrill seekers. These drives offer significant savings in electricity
use. Given this constantly improving technology, we use these VFDs everywhere
short bursts of power serve the need better than constant power.
The historic reduction

in lighting costs has emboldened us to

greatly expand its’ use to intensify the guest experience. Abundant light at
lower cost results from aggressively installing long-lasting, highly-efficient,
and cool LED lighting. We’re moving quickly to replace all other lighting tech-
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nologies. Canada’s Wonderland has achieved 80% LED installed,
other parks are close behind. Lighting experts claim up to 90% energy
reduction with each replacment. Lighting is critical to guest enjoyment,
safety and way finding. And LED lighting gives us a more dramatic palette
from which to create. And we’ve achieved even more savings by installing
intelligent light management systems.
Then there is water. When the parks are in full operation, we go through
gallons upon gallons of it. We continue to deploy the

most water

efficient technology where possible and have achieved significant water handling energy reductions by installing and upgrading
water towers throughout our parks. Gravitational water pressure easily
meets peak demand. Electric pumps work at optimal constant efficiency
refilling the towers 24/7. Where it makes sense, we use well water so as
to not overburden community water utilities. In addition, we’re installing

on-demand water heaters throughout our properties, and
waterless or low-flow urinals in parks where water is most precious.
Conservation of power in these power-hungry environments is our constant
challenge. Throughout our parks we are trying out new, more energy efficient solutions to common situations, and then promoting the adoption of
those that deliver on their promise. California’s Great America buys all the

renewably-generated power it can. Ours is a continuous
process where we identify and design-in efficiencies, then retrofit the
latest technology across our parks to reduce the energy it takes to charge
up the experience of our guests.
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Community partnerships, amazing results.
The pattern is consistent. We invest in our parks, attendance grows, revenues
rise, local tax receipts go up. That’s why we actively partner with local governments and other regional businesses so that together we can be strategic in
how these growing

public funds are spent.

The eleven communities we call home stretch from the west coast, across the
Midwest, Canada, on to Virginia and the Carolina’s. These cities and towns are
also home to some of our most loyal customers, valued employees, and of
course our rather substantial business operations. It is a pillar of our strategic

strengthening our home town communities
strengthens us as a company.
plan that

These communities actively join with us in many ways that are critical to our
success. They are our partners in regional tourism. They are essential to our
long-term development plans. They are critical in our park’s maximizing

capacity each operating day. They help us welcome the thousands of visitors that flow across their roadways and roll up to our front gates.
It is their infrastructure, their safety forces, and many of their businesses that
help insure guests arrive without delay, ready to play.

gasps

Sharing
Our history of public/private partnerships is highlighted by the tireless,
25-year effort of Jerry Helms on behalf of Carowinds in the Carolinas. His
high-profile involvement on multiple community

boards demonstrates

a commitment to the vitality of these cities and towns beyond our gates.
Spending for the projects Jerry touched totals over a billion dollars, highlighted
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by regional infrastructure enhancements, including roadways that greatly ease travel around and into the park that has attracted
significant additional development dollars.
Recently, Cedar Point purchased valuable shoreline property along Sandusky
Bay and then worked with a host of public and private entities to help
create an expanding sports complex that will host team tournaments
year-round. This opened an entirely new marketing opportunity: sports
tourism, that has generated visitors from near and far who come and

spend their money throughout the community.
An agreement in Santa Clara, California, with the neighboring NFL San
Francisco 49ers football stadium has us sharing

the parking lot

of California’s Great America, making best use of limited real estate.
Similarly, in a move that will continue the revitalization of downtown
Sandusky, Ohio, Cedar Fair teamed with Bowling Green State University to

create a downtown campus where individuals can earn a 4year Bachelor of Science degree in Hospitality Management. We believe this
one-of-a-kind degree will be valued not only by us, but our entire industry.
We are well served when we have a shared vision and

long-term

partnership. Our executives serve on multiple local boards, they
regularly work directly with local governments, and together we advocate
for the mutual benefit of park and its’ host community.

SHARING. GASPS.
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Clean parks, clean environment.

Pure

There is a reason why our operations are called parks. The monstrous rides on
our midways need acres and acres of the great outdoors to roam. As a result,

we have a love for fresh air, clean water and natural,
grand vistas.
Often these parks are one with their natural surroundings. When guests are
thrust hundreds of feet in the air, they might have just a moment to take in our
surroundings before racing back to earth, screaming their heads off.
Take Cedar Point, it lives on a peninsula that juts out into Lake Erie. It’s mile
long, pristine beach and large marina are the more tangible connections to the
lake that is a critical element of its’ landscape. But the view from all over the
park can be breathtaking. Then there is Kings Island, whose wooden roller
coaster, The Beast, prowls through 35

rolling wooded acres as the

longest, tallest and fastest in the world. These are examples of how we are one
with each of our park environments.
Of course, we’re absolutely nuts about cleanliness. Note our ubiquitous Sweeps;
legions of seasonal employees whose sole mission is to keep the parks litter
free and swept

clean 100% of the time. We believe clean parks

promote a clean attitude, and a clean environment. We’re adding more and
more recycling bins and trash compactors so guests can do their part. Canada’s Wonderland leads the way, recently classified as having ‘zero

waste

to landfill’ status. Their expertise is our laboratory.
There are outside threats to critical environments, like Lake Erie, that has
required national, states and local governments to act. Ohio’s US Senator
Sherrod Brown recently chaired a forum of Lake Erie experts at the National
Museum of the Great Lakes in Toledo, Ohio. Chris Winslow, Ohio Sea Grant and
Ohio State University Stone Laboratory director explained, “There is no difference between a healthy environment and a healthy economy in the Great
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excitement

P U R E . E XC I T E M E N T.

Lakes region.” Lee Alexakos, Cedar Fair vice president of community
relations, said “Everything that happens to the lake is critical to us. The
lake is part of our DNA.”

We recycle oil. It is vital stuff that makes the park go. What park can
exist without French fries, elephant ears, and all manner of food whose
cooking in oil generate one of the most enticing aromas of summer. Then
there are the hungry machines that require a variety of industrial oils to
maintain smooth, safe, non-stop operation, but are frequently replaced.

We recycle a host of solid materials, from scrap metal
to cardboard, and including the drink containers our guests help us recap-

eliminated straws which are hard to recycle.
We’ve replaced paper towels with hand dryers in bathrooms. We’re
ture. We’ve nearly

moving to digitally-scanned tickets, dramatically reducing our print-

ing and shipping of paper

tickets, reducing our guests’ need to print

them, too. And we’re working with suppliers to reduce the amount of packaging materials they use when shipping supplies to our parks.
It may be clear that all our efforts to reduce and reuse, and to push for ecodriven properties, serve our bottom line by making for the best possible
experience for our guests. A healthy environment is essential for our guest’s
enjoyment, and we will continue

to find ways to lessen our

footprint.
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Powerful entertainment brands doing good.
Our brands are powerful when we evoke them in our marketing, and are
equally powerful when leveraged by our charitable partners. In 2018 we
helped many not-for-profits with $18

million worth of support,

a million dollar increase over the prior year.
Our company wide partnerships are with organizations like the Autism Society
of America, the American Red Cross, the Boys & Girls Club of America, JDRF
(formerly the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation), and many others that
have carefully built their own vibrant communities which have a passionate,

emotional connection to the cause. When we help further a cause,
we earn the loyalty and support of their community.
Dorney Park & Wildwater Kingdom has forged an association with the Autism
Society that has taught us all how to create an experience

sensitive to

the needs of autistic children. Knott’s Berry Farm’s holiday
themed Merry Farm Season hosted all the nearby Boys and Girls Clubs for
Opening Night where a surprise Santa visit delighted the children.
There is no end to the imaginative fund-raising programs we’ve helped
execute. From in-park fun runs, to camping under coasters, unique guest
experiences that generate premium revenue opportunities for the benefit
of a charity, create special experiences for people with special needs, or

reward individuals for doing good, like giving blood.

caring

Carefree
We formed Cedar Fair Charities Inc. (CFCI), a 501(c)(3) organization,
to take a strategic view of the many multi-park charitable programs that
together play a critical role in improving the quality of life in our communities,
especially for families and children with special needs.
The money we raise, the lives we touch, the special experiences we create. We
do it for our communities, we do it to share a carefree experience with people
whose life is far from carefree. Mostly we do it because it makes every-

one feel wonderful.
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A culture of safety that never waivers.
We’re leaders in offering up the biggest, scariest roller coasters and waterpark
flumes. The sort of self-challenging experiences our visitors thrill to over-and-over
again. But they do so with great confidence, because we’re also

industry

leaders in safety.
Ours is a long history in the maximizing of thrills and the minimizing of risk for
anyone who might set foot onto any one of our properties, drive on our roads, ride
our rides, jump into our pools, tie up to our marina, dine on our food, pretty much
anything they might do while visiting our parks. That covers our guests, our
employees, suppliers, contractors, anyone. It is a

universal culture of

safety, a design-in of safe operation into virtually every aspect of park operation, it is a retrofit of improved safety as the technology advances, it is the constant
vigilance of our executive team and throughout our workforce, and most importantly, it is our continuous

Scary

Safe

safety training.

We work with the FBI, Homeland Security, local law
enforcement, fire, EMS and local medical centers to
plan and practice coordinated response to a variety of
major emergencies should they occur. Our people are

recognized for their leadership in Safety. Like Ken Berryhill, Director of Safety at

Cedar Point, recognized as the 2018 NAARSO’s Person of the Year.

Safety is an employee Cornerstone, and the first one introduced
in our Employee Guidelines. The importance of attention to the details of safe work
habits and operations is highlighted by the awarding of coveted Cornerstone pins
in recognition of superior attention to safety by peers and supervisors throughout
the season.
But we don’t stop at our gates. We are active

in teaching all we know to

people throughout the industry in our work with the International Association of
Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA) and through a variety of state and
local ride safety and inspection organizations.
It is a safe scare that drives our business. It is our success in creating the biggest,

most thrilling, and safest experiences that drives our topline,
and protects our bottom line.
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The job that lasts a lifetime.
We offer thousands of individuals jobs that are foundational to a successful
career in virtually any industry they may ultimately pursue. Most often these are the
young adults who join us seasonally, with a

passion for our business.

What we offer is a chance to live and work side-by-side with hundreds of their
peers, expanding their work life skills, while forming long-lasting friendships.
Each year, our roughly 3,500 full-time employees are joined by about 40,000
part-time employees who are the frontline people in delivering on our best day
promise to our guests. They are critical to the execution against

safety, energy efficiency, and environmental initiatives.
They are our eyes and ears to everyday park operations. They work in Food and
Beverage, Rides, Admissions, Aquatics, Entertainment, Security, or behind the
scenes. Their performance is critical to our success.
Most of these seasonal workers are in school and return for work throughout
their academic career. One of their top motivators is to

help fund their

education. They come from communities that surround our parks, from
more distant American cities and towns, and from countries around the globe.
Ours is not just a job. It’s a chance to take responsibility,

gain important

work and life skills, live away from home and grow in confidence and
independence. For many it is about emersion in the English language, interacting
with new and different cultures. For many it is working to gain a foothold in the
hospitality and entertainment business, a path many of our full-time employees,

Future

including many senior executives, followed.
We are strengthening the career
path as a public/private partnership breaks ground in downtown
Sandusky for a building to house

Bowling Green State University’s 4-year bachelor’s

in Hospitality.

degree program

Our $14 million investment into the partnership will pay off

with highly trained talent for the future of Cedar Fair and virtually every other
company in our industry.
We take our responsibility very seriously to recruit the best, and develop

our staff for a successful season, and a successful career, whether that career
be with Cedar Fair, with others in our industry, or with virtually any other organization. We think about our future, as well as optimizing the experience for their future.

Courtesy, Service, Cleanliness, Safety, Integrity. “No matter what the position of each individual employee, these
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principals are vital to their performance. Cedar Fair’s success is based on strict adherence to these cornerstones.
Employees who demonstrate excellence against any of these cornerstones are recognized by their supervisors
and senior park management by presentation of a Cornerstone Pin.”

memories

About Cedar Fair.
Cedar Fair Entertainment Company (NYSE: “FUN”), one of the largest
regional amusement-resort operators in the world, is a publicly traded
partnership headquartered in Sandusky, Ohio. Annually these parks host
nearly 24 million guests. The Company owns and operates 11 amusement
parks including its flagship park, Cedar Point, along with two outdoor
water parks, one indoor water park and five hotels. Cedar Fair manages
an additional property.

Cedar Fair Parks
CALIFORNIA’S GREAT AMERICA

KINGS DOMINION

Santa Clara, CA

Doswell, VA

CANADA’S WONDERLAND

KINGS ISLAND

Vaughan, Ontario

Kings Mills, OH

CAROWINDS

KNOTT’S BERRY FARM

Charlotte, NC (Park property

Buena Park, CA

straddles NC and SC state lines)

CEDAR POINT

KNOTT’S SOAK CITY
WATER PARK

Sandusky, OH

Buena Park, CA

CEDAR POINT
SHORES WATERPARK
Sandusky, OH

DORNEY PARK &
WILDWATER KINGDOM
Allentown, PA

MICHIGAN’S ADVENTURE
Muskegon, MI

VALLEY FAIR
Shakopee, MN

WORLDS OF FUN &
OCEANS OF FUN
Kansas City, MO
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